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SAMPLE SYLLABUS 
Spring 2021–History of Immigration 

HIST-UA 9186 F01 
 

Class Description: 
This four credit course explores how the dynamics of migration have shaped identity and citizenship. 
By providing students with a range of theoretical approaches, the course will address questions of 
migration, national identity and belonging from a multidisciplinary perspective drawing from (amongst 
other fields): Sociology, History, Geo-Politics, Gender Studies, Black European Studies, and Cultural 
Studies. Taking the so called “refugee crisis” as a starting point, the course will pay particular attention 
to the figure and representation of the “migrant” going from Italian mass migration in the late 19th 
century to the migrants crossing every day the waters of the Mediterranean in order to reach Fortress 
Europe. Yet, a course on migration processes undertaken in Italy cannot limit itself to a purely 
theoretical framework. Migration means movements of people bringing along personal histories, 
families and cultural backgrounds. Furthermore the presence of migrants, refugees and asylum 
seekers reaching Europe is having a significant impact on the current social and political agenda of 
European government, as in the case of Italy. Therefore the course will include a series of fieldtrips 
aimed at showing students how immigrants, refugees and asylum seekers insert themselves into the 
labor market and society in Italy. 

 

Inclusion, Diversity, Belonging and Equity 
NYU is committed to building a culture that respects and embraces diversity, inclusion, and equity, 
believing that these values – in all their facets – are, as President Andrew Hamilton has said, “...not 
only important to cherish for their own sake, but because they are also vital for advancing knowledge, 
sparking innovation, and creating sustainable communities.” At NYU Florence, we are committed to 
creating a learning environment that:  

• fosters intellectual inquiry, research, and artistic practices that respectfully and rigorously 
take account of a wide range of opinions, perspectives, and experiences; and  

• promotes an inclusive community in which diversity is valued and every member feels they 
have a rightful place, is welcome and respected, and is supported in their endeavours.  

 
NYU Florence embraces diversity and recognizes our responsibility to foster an open, welcoming 
environment where students, faculty and staff of all backgrounds can collaboratively learn, work and 
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communicate. We will continually strive to work together to nurture a culture of inclusivity, compassion 
and mutual respect. 
 
There are both on-campus and NYU Global resources available to students and staff wishing to share 
their experiences with us or offer suggestions for improvement. On-campus, students, faculty and staff 
can contact any one of our local IDBE Liaisons, Mary Barbera and Lisa Cesarani. Students can also 
contact the Office of Academic Support or the Office of Student Life to talk to a member of staff. 
Students are invited to join the NYU Florence IDBE Student Committee and take on an active role  in 
planning encouraging dialogues on issues around diversity and inclusion. 
 
The Global NYU community can access the Office of Global Inclusion, Diversity and Strategic 
Innovation who works closely with students, faculty, administrators, and staff, regardless of where you 
may be located, to help make every aspect of NYU more equitable. You can contact them at 
globalinclusion@nyu.edu for more information and resources.  

 
Bias Response Line 

NYU’s  Bias Response Line (BRL) provides an open forum to members of our community and 
helps to ensure that our community is equitable and inclusive. It is a centralized way to share 
or report experiences and concerns regarding bias, discrimination, or harassing behavior that 
may occure within our local or global NYU community. To contact the BRL,  please email or 
call: 212-998-2277.  

https://www.nyu.edu/florence/diversity-resources/while-you-re-there.html
mailto:mlb226@nyu.edu
mailto:lmc1@nyu.edu
http://florence.academicsupport@nyu.edu
mailto:florence.studentlife@nyu.edu
https://www.nyu.edu/life/global-inclusion-and-diversity/who-we-are.html
https://www.nyu.edu/life/global-inclusion-and-diversity/who-we-are.html
mailto:globalinclusion@nyu.edu
https://www.nyu.edu/about/policies-guidelines-compliance/equal-opportunity/bias-response.html
mailto:bias.response@nyu.edu
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Desired Outcomes: 

On completion of this course, students should: 

• Identify and compare the different disciplinary perspectives for studying and analyzing 
migration 

• Be able to trace the historical development of some migration policies Europe/US 
• Evaluate critically the current debates and politics shaping migration, citizenship and 

multiculturalism in Europe/US 
• Develop a critical awareness of the gendered impact of migration in Europe/US 
• Have improved their ability to think critically, engage in complex reasoning and express  their 

thoughts clearly through their written work 
 

Assessment Components 
[This must include the number of pages of written work and length of time of oral presentations, as well 
as percentage value of each component as it applies to the total final grade.  We have provided specific 
language to address blended and online teaching scenarios. This sample can be modified to suit the 
course criteria by the instructor] 

● Attendance** 10% 
● Written assignments (2x 4 page reflection papers): 30% 
● Midterm Exam: 20% 
● Final Exam: 20% 
● Oral Presentation of 10 minutes length: 15% 

**NB: Commitment: A student’s commitment will be evaluated based on active participation, 
involvement and contribution in the course either remote or in-person.  

 
Contributions include, but are not limited to: class assignments, tasks, discussion boards, 
office hours, labs, online chat, and/or the viewing of asynchronous course materials and 
completion of relevant work. If the student is participating remotely in the courses, it is 
imperative that they communicate regularly with their faculty members. 

 
 

Assessment Expectations:  

● Grade A:  The student makes excellent use of empirical and theoretical material and offers 
structured arguments in  work.  The student writes comprehensive essays/exam questions and 
their work shows strong evidence of critical thought and extensive reading. 

● Grade B:  The candidate shows a good understanding of the problem and has demonstrated 
the ability to formulate and execute a coherent research strategy 

● Grade C:  The work is acceptable and shows a basic grasp of the research problem.  
However, the work fails to organize findings coherently and is in need of improvement 

● Grade D:  The work passes because some relevant points are made.  However, there may be 
a problem of poor definition, lack of critical awareness, poor research 
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● Grade F:  The work shows that the research problem is not understood; there is little or no 
critical awareness and the research is clearly negligible 

Grading Guidelines 
[Please use this standard grade conversion] 

A = 94-100 
A minus = 90-93 
B plus = 87-89 
B = 84-86 
B minus = 80-83 
C plus = 77-79 
C = 74-76 
C minus = 70-73 
D plus = 67-69 
D = 65-66 
F = below 65 

Grading Policy: [Please use this text] 
Please refer to Assessment Expectations and the policy on late submission of work 

Academic Accommodations: [Please use this text] 
Academic accommodations are available for students with documented disabilities. Please contact the 
Moses Center for Students with Disabilities at 212-998-4980 or see the Moses Center for further 
information. 
 
Students with disabilities who believe that they may need accommodations in a class are encouraged 
to contact the Moses Center for Students with Disabilities at (212) 998-4980 as soon as possible to 
better ensure that such accommodations are implemented in a timely fashion. For more information, 
see Study Away and Disability. 

 

Attendance Policy:  
Study abroad at Global Academic Centers is an academically intensive experience, in which students 
from a wide range of backgrounds exchange ideas in discussion-based seminars. Learning in such 
an environment depends on the active participation of all students. In blended course format, 
students, based on need and circumstance may attend class sessions in-person or remote 
synchronously online. Both are acceptable and would be considered present in class.  Since classes 
typically meet once or twice a week, even a single absence can cause a student to miss a significant 
portion of a course. To ensure the integrity of this academic experience, class attendance at 
the Global Sites is expected. Unexcused absences will affect students' semester participation 
grade. Faculty will take attendance at the beginning of every class.For Go Local Students studying 
in Florence,  If you have scheduled a remote course immediately preceding/following an in-
person class, you may want to discuss where at the Academic Center the remote course can 
be taken. Both in-person and remote students are responsible for making up any work missed due 
to absence. Repeated unexcused absences in a course may result in failure. Please be in contact 

https://www.nyu.edu/about/leadership-university-administration/office-of-the-president/office-of-the-provost/university-life/office-of-studentaffairs/student-health-center/moses-center-for-students-with-disabilities.html
https://www.nyu.edu/students/communities-and-groups/students-with-disabilities/study-away.html
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with your professor via  email  to meet during office hours to discuss any missed lectures and 
assignments and arrange a timeline for submitting missed work. 
 

Excused Absences: 
In case of absence, regardless of the reason, the student is responsible for completing missed 
assignments, getting notes and making up missed work in a timely manner based upon a schedule 
that is mutually agreed upon between the faculty member and the student.  Absences should be 
reported to the Office of Academic Support via email and to your faculty member BEFORE 
your class meets for lesson.  
 
Categories of Excused Absences  

Absence Due to Illness 
● If you are a Go Local student present in Florence and feel sick, please contact the 

Office of Student Life for assistance. 
● COVID-19 related family emergencies will be considered as an excused absence 
● The Office of Student Life, when assisting you in cases of severe or extended illness, 

will coordinate with the Office of Academic Support to properly record your absences 

Due to Religious Observance 
● Students observing a religious holiday during regularly scheduled class time are entitled 

to miss class without any penalty to their grade.  This is for the holiday only and does not 
include the days of travel that may come before and/or after the holiday 

● Please note that no excused absences for reasons other than illness can be applied 
retroactively. 

Students with questions or needing clarification about this policy are instructed to contact a 
member of the Office of Academic Support located in Villa Ulivi or to email 
florence.academicsupport@nyu.edu 

Late Submission of Work  
● All course work must be submitted on time, in class on the date specified on the syllabus. 
● To request an extension on a deadline for an assignment, students must speak to the professor one 

week prior to the due date   
● To receive an incomplete for a course at the end of the semester, two weeks before final exams, 

both the student and the faculty member must meet with the Assistant Director of Academic Affairs 
to review the request and if granted, they must both sign an Incomplete Contract detailing the terms 
for completing missing coursework. 

 

Plagiarism Policy  
PLAGIARISM WILL NOT BE TOLERATED IN ANY FORM: 
The presentation of another person’s words, ideas, judgment, images or data as though they were your 
own, whether intentionally or unintentionally, constitutes an act of plagiarism. 

 
In the event of suspected or confirmed cases of plagiarism, the faculty member will consult   
first with the Assistant Director for Academic Affairs as definitions and procedures vary   

mailto:florence.academicsupport@nyu.edu
mailto:florence.academicsupport@nyu.edu
http://florence.studentlife@nyu.edu
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from school to school.  
 

Writing Center: 
The NYU Florence Writing Center offers you feedback on any type of writing, at any stage in planning 
or drafting; very rough drafts are welcome. Sign up for an online consultation at the Writing Center’s 
website and submit your working draft or ideas at least six hours in advance to NYU 
Florence Writing Center.  Please also note that the Writing Center does not correct or “fix” 
your writing but prompts you to think and work. The aim is to create stronger writers in the long term, 
not necessarily perfect papers in the short term. 

Required Text(s):   
Course readings are posted online in the Resources folder of the NYU Classes site. In the Villa Ulivi 
Library hard copies of some textbooks are available to loan out for the semester. For more information 
on the resources and services of the library, please email florence.library@nyu.edu 

Guglielmo, Thomas. No Color Barrier”: Italians, Race and Power in the US. In Are Italians White? 
How Race is Made in America. New York: Routledge, 2003, pp. (29-44.) 

Scarpaci, Vicenza. Walking the Color Line: Italian Immigrants in Rural Louisiana, 1880-1910. In Are 
Italians White? How Race is Made in America. New York: Routledge, 2003, pp. (60-76). 

Donati, Sabina. O Migranti o Briganti”: Italian emigration and nationality policies in the peninsula. In A 
political history of national citizenship and identity in Italy, 1861-1950. Standford: Stanford University 
Press, 2013. pp. (95-117).  

Sarfatti, Michele. Characteristics and Objectives of the Anti-Jewish Racial Laws in Fascist Italy, 1938-
1943. In Joshua D. Zimmerman ed. Jews in Italy under Fascist and Nazi Rule, 1922-1945. 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009. pp. (71-80).  

Nidam-Orvieto, Iael. The Impact of Anti-Jewish Legislation on Everyday Life and the Response of 
Italian Jews, 1938-1943. In Joshua D. Zimmerman ed. Jews in Italy under Fascist and Nazi Rule, 
1922-1945. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009pp. (158-181). 

Huttenbach, Henry. The Romani Porrajmos: The Nazi Genocide of Europe´s Gypsies. Nationalities 
Papers: The Journal of Nationalism and Ethnicity. Vol. 19 (3), 1991. pp. 373-394 

George Fredrickson. Mulattoes and metis. Attitudes toward miscegenation in the United States and 

France since the seventeenth century, International Social Sciences Journal, March, 2005, pp.103-
111 

Dailey, Jane. The Sexual Politics of Race in World War Two America. In Kevin M. Kruse & Stephen 
Tuck eds, Fog Of War: The Second World War and the Civil Rights Movement. Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2012.pp. (145-170).  

Moran, Rachel. Antimiscegenation Laws and the Enforcement of Racial Boundaries. In Interracial 
Intimacy: The regulation of race and romance. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001. pp. (17-
41). 

https://wp.nyu.edu/florencewriting/
https://wp.nyu.edu/florencewriting/
mailto:florence.writingcenter@nyu.edu
mailto:florence.writingcenter@nyu.edu
https://wp.nyu.edu/library-nyuflorence/
https://wp.nyu.edu/library-nyuflorence/
mailto:florence.library@nyu.edu
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Garau, Eva. The Italian legislation on immigration. In Politics of National Identity in Italy: Immigration 
and ‘Italianità´. London: Routledge, 2005. pp. 145-180.  

Garau, Eva. The Northern League and the Debate on identity and immigration.  In Politics of National 
Identity in Italy: Immigration and‘Italianità´. London: Routledge, 2005. pp. 102-144 

King, Russell &Mai,Nicola.Italophilia meets Albanophobia: Paradoxes of Asymmetric Assimilation and 
Identity Processes among Albanian Immigrants in Italy. Ethnic and Racial Studies 2009 32 (1): (117-
138).  

Stephanie Malia Hom. Becoming ospiteHospitality and mobility at thecentre of temporary 
permanence, in:Italian Mobilities. Eds Ruth Ben-Ghiat and Stephanie Malia Hom. Routledge, New 
York, 2016, pp.88-111 

David Forgacs. Coasts, Blockades and the Free Mouvement of People, in Italian Mobilities. Eds Ruth 
Ben-Ghiat and Stephanie Malia Hom. Routledge, New York, 2016, pp. 175-201 

Jacqueline Andall. Organising Domestic Workers in Italy: the Challenge of gender, in:  Gender and 
Migration in Southern Europe, (Eds). F. Anthias and G. Lazaridis, Oxford: Berg, 2000, pp.147-172 

Barbara Ehrenreich and Arlie Hoschild. Global Woman: Nannies, Maids, and Sex Workers in the New 
Economy, London: Granta Books 

Joy Zarembka.  America’s dirty work: migrant maids and modern-day slavery, in (Eds). Barbara 
Ehrenreich and Arlie Hoschild. Global Woman: Nannies, Maids, and Sex Workers in the New 
Economy, London: Granta Books, pp.142-153 

Zhang, Gaoheng, 2013. “The Protest in Milan’s Chinatown and the Chinese Immigrants in Italy in the 
Media (2007-9).” Journal of Italian Cinema and Media Studies 1(1): 21-37.  

Toccafondi, Daniele. Prato´s Textile District and Ethnic Chinese Businesses. In Graeme Johanson 
Russell Smyth & Rebecca French eds, Living Outside the Walls: The Chinese in Prato. Newcastle: 
Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2009. pp. (75-96).  

David Mason. Race and Ethnicity in Modern Britain. Oxford: University Press, 2000, Ch 2 and Ch 3, 
pp.19-41 

John Solomos. Race and Racism in Contemporary Society,London: MacMillan, 2003, Ch 3 pp. 48-75 

Kate Saw. Gentrification: What It Is, Why It Is, and What Can Be Done about It, Geography Compass 
2/5 (2008):1697–1728 

Loïc Wacquant. ‘Ghetto’ and Ethnic Minority Segregation in the UK: The Neglected Case of Gypsy-
Travellers, IJURR, 2 December 2012, Volume 37, Issue 1, January 2013 

Internet Research  Guidelines:  
The careful use of internet resources is encouraged and a list of recommended websites will be given. 
Failure to cite internet and other non-traditional media sources in your written work constitutes 
plagiarism. 
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Class Assignments and Topics: 

Session 1 – February 3 
Discussion of title, content, readings, assessments and other practical issues 
No readings assigned 

 

Session 2- February 10  
Italian Migration to the US: 1880-1918 

• Guglielmo, Thomas. No Color Barrier”: Italians, Race and Power in the US. In Are 
Italians White? How Race is Made in America. New York: Routledge, 2003, pp. (29-
44.) 
 

• Scarpaci, Vicenza. Walking the Color Line: Italian Immigrants in Rural Louisiana, 
1880-1910. In Are Italians White? How Race is Made in America. New York: 
Routledge, 2003, pp. (60-76). 

 

Session 3- Monday February 15 6.30pm -8.30pm CET 
“The Black Mediterranean: Bodies, Borders and Citizenship”  
For today’s class you will attend the webinar launching this volume and roundtable with the 
authors. Registration necessary! 
 
 
After class write a 2 page report (font 12/ 1.15 space) illustrating 3 points of the discussion that 
caught your attention and why. Submit by Wednesday February 17. 

 

Session 4 February 24  
Irregular Migration: Myth and reality  

(In-class screening documentary film “Come un uomo sulla terra”, followed by Q&A with 
the Director) 

  
• Stephanie Malia Hom. “Becoming ospite Hospitality and mobility at the centre of 

temporary permanence”, in:Italian Mobilities. Eds Ruth Ben-Ghiat and Stephanie Malia 
Hom. Routledge, New York, 2016, pp.88-111 

 

https://nyu.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_TFBdXjfRQ7aSLd2NF-yrMQ
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• David Forgacs. “Coasts, Blockades and the Free Mouvement of People”, in Italian 
Mobilities. Eds Ruth Ben-Ghiat and Stephanie Malia Hom. Routledge, New York, 2016, 
pp. 175-201 

 
 
Further Reading (not compulsory but recommended) 
• “I, illegal Immigrant in Lampedusa”. Fabrizio Gatti, L´espresso, 2005 

Session 5 – March 3  
Gender and Migration. Global Care Chains 

• Barbara Ehrenreich and ArlieHoschild. Global Woman: Nannies, Maids, and Sex 
Workers in the New Economy, London: odi Books 
 

• Joy Zarembka.  “America’s dirty work: migrant maids and modern-day slavery”, in 
(Eds). Barbara Ehrenreich and Arlie Hoschild. Global Woman: Nannies, Maids, and 
Sex Workers in the New Economy, London: Granta Books, pp.142-153 

 

(Not mandatory but recommended): 

• Jacqueline Andall. “Organising Domestic Workers in Italy: the Challenge of gender” 
in:  Gender and Migration in Southern Europe, (Eds). F. Anthias and G. Lazaridis, 
Oxford: Berg, 2000, pp.147-172 

 

Session 6- March 10  
Citizenship Policies in Europe and the US: Ius Sanguinis vs Ius Soli 
(In-class documentary screening) 
• Bloemraad, Irene. “Being American/Becoming American: Birthright Citizenship and 

Immigrants´ Membership in the United States.” In Austin Sarat ed. Who Belongs? 
Immigration, Citizenship, and the Constitution of Legality. Bingley: Emerald Group 
Publishing, 2013. pp. (55-84).  

 
• Jacqueline Andall, 2010. “The G2 Network and Other Second-Generation Voices: 

Claiming Rights and Transforming Identities”, in National Belongings. Hybridity in 
Italian Colonial and Postcolonial Cultures, Peter Lang Oxford 

 
• https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/person-colour-salvini-italy-feels-

180605113834859.html 

Further optional readings (recommended):  
• Hansen, Randall & Jobst, Koehler. Issue Definition, political discourse and the politics 

of nationality reform in France and Germany. European Journal of Political Research. 
2005 Vol. 44, Issue 5. pp. 623-644. 
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• Joppke, Christian. Mobilization of Culture and the Reform of Citizenship Law: Germany 
and the United States. In Ruud Koopmans & Paul Statham eds, Challenging 
Immigration and Ethnic Relations Politics. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000. pp. 
(145-161). 

 

Session 8- March 24  
Florence Colonial Walk 

Session 9 – March 31 Mid-Term 

Session 10 – April 7 
 Immigration Law in Italy: Policy Change and Evolution from the 1980´s to the current 

period 
(In- class screening documentary film: La Nave Dolce to Italy 

• Garau, Eva. “The Northern League and the Debate on identity and immigration.”  In 
Politics of National Identity in Italy: Immigration and Italianità. London: Routledge, 
2005. pp. 102-144 
 

• Mai, Nicola. “Myths and moral panics: Italian identity and the media representation of 
Albanian immigration” In:The Politics of recognizing difference: multiculturalism 
Italian-style. Eds. Ralph Grillo and Jeff Pratt. Aldershot, Hampshire, 2002. pp. (77-
94). 

 
• Italy in the Media (2007-9).” Journal of Italian Cinema and Media Studies 1(1): 21-37.  

Session 11 – April 14  

Immigration and Racial Hatred: From Black Lives Matter to Black Italia 
 
• Camilla Hawthorne, “In Search of Black Italia.” Transition 123 (2017): 152-174 
 
• Kate Hepworth, 2016. “Insecurity and Irregularity at the Edges of Citizenship” in: At the 

Edges of Citizenship. Security and Constitution for Non-Citizen Subjects, Routledge, 
New York, Chapter One, pp. 11-27 

 
• MAKING BLACK LIVES MATTER IN ITALY: A TRANSNATIONAL DIALOGUE 

 

Session 12 – April 21  
Postcolonial Migration in Europe: Migration Policy in the UK in the postwar period, 
1945-1974 

(In class screen film: East is East) 

https://www.publicbooks.org/making-black-lives-matter-in-italy-a-transnational-dialogue/
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• David Mason. Race and Ethnicity in Modern Britain. Oxford: University Press, 2000, Ch 2 
and Ch 3, pp.19-41 
 

• John Solomos. Race and Racism in Contemporary Society,London: MacMillan, 2003, Ch 3 
pp. 48-75 

Session 13 – April 28  
Ghettoisation and Gentrification 

• Kate Saw. Gentrification: What It Is, Why It Is, and What Can Be Done about It, 
Geography Compass 2/5 (2008): 1697–1728 
 

• Loïc Wacquant. ‘Ghetto’ and Ethnic Minority Segregation in the UK: The Neglected Case 
of Gypsy-Travellers, IJURR, 2 December 2012, Volume 37, Issue 1, January 2013 

 

Session 14 – May 5 
The Eritrean community in Florence (virtual guests TBC) 
 
• Jacqueline Andall. “Organising Domestic Workers in Italy: the Challenge of gender” in:  

Gender and Migration in Southern Europe, (Eds). F. Anthias and G. Lazaridis, Oxford: 
Berg, 2000, pp.147-172 

• Selected sections from “Black Girls” by Sabrina Marchetti 

 

Session 15 – May 12 
 Final Exam  

 

Class Time Expectations 
In light of the unique circumstances of blended instruction, we ask students to consider the 
following class time expectations to ensure a productive class:  

 
● Prepare your workspace for class, limit non-class activities during synchronous class time.   

● If you are not using your cell phone to follow the lesson, cell phones should be turned off or in 

silent mode during class time. 

● If deemed necessary by the study away site (i.e. a COVID related need), synchronous class 
sessions may be recorded and archived for other students to view. This will be announced at 
the beginning of class time. 

● Students should be respectful and courteous at all times to all participants in class. Consider 
using the chat function or “raise hand” function in order to add your voice to class discussions.  
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● Please be mindful of your microphone and video display during synchronous class meetings. 

Ambient noise and some visual images may disrupt class time for you and your peers. 

 
 
Final Exams  
 
Final exams must be taken at their designated times. Should there be a conflict between final exams, 
please bring it to the attention of the Office of Academic Support florence.academicsupport@nyu.edu 
as soon as this is known to facilitate alternate arrangements. Final exams may not be taken early, and 
students should not plan to leave the site before the end of the finals period. 

Required Co-curricular Activities 
TBC 

Suggested Co-curricular Activities 
  TBC 
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